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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Eagle Creek is one of the major creeks within the Brunette River Watershed, in
Burnaby, British Columbia. Its headwaters are at the southwest slope of Burnaby
Mountain.
In 1997, a group of citizens living in the Eagle Creek watershed formed The
Eagle Creek Streamkeepers (ECS). Their main activities involved public
education displays, habitat and fish presence monitoring, and stream clean-ups.
Because Eagle Creek is located in an urban area, it faces many challenges and
only approximately 30% of the creek is in a natural state.
Despite the difficulties, Eagle Creek supports cutthroat trout, sticklebacks and
rainbow trout. The Department of Fisheries and Oceans regularly releases coho
fry, because many areas of Eagle Creek still provide good habitat for fish.
The development in the watershed, and especially the proposed development of
Simon Fraser University lands, pose threats to the fish habitat and will increase
the impervious area in the watershed. Eagle Creek will be one of the most
affected watersheds in the Burnaby Mountain area by this development. ECS
recognized the need for maps of their watershed. The existing information was
incomplete and outdated. There did not exist detailed map of all tributaries,
especially on the upper parts of Burnaby Mountain.
It was decided to survey tributaries using GPS with a differential antenna and to
incorporate the data into GIS. The main focus was on the upper parts of Eagle
Creek because of the future development and lack of sufficient information about
this area.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1

Location of Eagle Creek

Eagle Creek is a sub-watershed of the Brunette River Watershed, which is within
the Greater Vancouver Regional District, British Columbia. Its headwaters are on
the southwest slope of Burnaby Mountain, and flows through the Burnaby
Mountain Golf course into Burnaby Lake. The upper parts of Eagle Creek
consist of four main branches, which drain the western portion of the Simon
Fraser University campus, the Trans Mountain Pipeline terminal property, and
residential areas southwest of the university campus.
Eagle Creek has an extensive treed riparian zone which is ecologically valuable
as part of a continuous green corridor between the Burnaby Mountain
Conservation Area and Burnaby Lake Regional Park. The City of Burnaby notes
it as an Environmentally Sensitive Area.

1.2

Why map Eagle Creek?

To protect a stream, one must first know where it is. Using funding provided by
Fisheries Renewal BC, the ECS have undertaken a project to map the tributaries
of Eagle Creek. Knowing where a stream flows is critical in making
environmentally sound decisions.
Eagle Creek faces many challenges. It flows through an existing golf course
where some of it is culverted, the Sky Train construction is within 30 metres of its
best habitat, and future development in the Eagle Creek headwaters at Simon
Fraser University may affect its water sources.
Some parts of the creek were mapped by government agencies (TRIM maps),
while the main parts of Eagle Creek were mapped by BCIT in 1998.
There did not exist a complete map of the Eagle Creek watershed with all
channels and tributaries. Accurate maps of the headwaters were particularly
lacking.
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2.0

MAPPING

2.1

Selecting the mapping methods

After the discussion with ECS, it was decided that the focus for mapping would
be the Eagle Creek headwaters at Burnaby Mountain. GPS was selected as a
method for collecting the field data. At the same time the ECS volunteers had
the opportunity to learn surveying with GPS and to improve their mapping skills.
The points collected by GPS were used in GIS with existing data, and new maps
were created.
2.2

Mapping strategy

To prevent data duplication, all existing maps and digital data available for Eagle
Creek area were collected. At the time, ECS had only several black and white
airphotos with some creeks hand-drawn on them.
First TRIM maps were employed, which included the Burnaby Mountain area and
the Eagle Creek watershed. TRIM (Terrain Resource Information Mapping) is a
series of digital maps produced by the Geographic Data BC Branch of the
Ministry of Environment, Lands, and Parks. TRIM base maps generally depict
planimetry, e.g. natural and man-made physical features, topography, e.g.
contours and spot heights. The geographic extent for each 1:20,000 TRIM
mapsheet is 6 minutes of latitude and 12 minutes of longitude. Data for creating
TRIM maps are collected from Airphotos, using the stereoplotters. The
specification for TRIM hydrography allows the display of only large water bodies;
small tributaries of the rivers and streams are not visible, especially in urban
areas.
Eagle Creek is on the mapsheet 92G026 and Figure 1 shows part of the
hydrography for Eagle Creek. The digital data used were in Arclnfo format and
map was created in ArcView. From the map is clear that the existing data for
Eagle Creek did not include much information about headwater tributaries.
In the search for existing data, a survey that BCIT had conducted of the Brunette
Basin in the winter 1998/1999 was found. With the help of the Burnaby
Streamkeepers Coordinator John Saremba, a disc with Brunette Basin digital
data created by GVRD was obtained. In particular, information was taken from
the BCIT project, Inventory of Brunette Basin Streams using GPS and GIS
Technology (Laurie Smith and Tom Saare, British Columbia Institute of
Technology)

The BCIT crew used a GPS Trimble Pathfinder to collect data for most of the
streams. Their focus was on the main channels and main tributaries. Due to time
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and budget constraints, they did not map all channels in the Brunette Basin
Watershed.
The maps created from the GVRD disk became the basic and most updated
information for the current survey. Because the BCIT data were collected to RIC
standards, it was decided that it would be accepted as accurate and the current
survey would continue where BCIT had left off. One of the layers on the GVRD
disk was “Brunst_uncof, which showed unsurveyed streams. This information
was used as a guide to look for the probable locations of the unmapped
tributaries. These creeks are shown in Figure4.
Digital data from the GVRD disk was used to print maps showing the landuse in
the Eagle Creek watershed (Figure 2). Important to note are the calculated
areas of the Eagle Creek Watershed and percentage of impervious area, which
is 37% (Figure 3). The latter number is now probably higher, because these data
were derived from Orthophotos from the year 1995.
The last source of information about the possible locations of the streams was an
ENCON survey, conducted for the future Simon Fraser development. It shows
the detailed stream network on the top of Burnaby Mountain. The digital format
of this map was not available. A copy of the map is shown in the Figure 5. Figure
6 shows the area proposed development area.
After analyzing all existing data, the northeast area of the Eagle Creek watershed
was chosen as the target for our GPS mapping. The Figure 7 shows the selected
area.
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Figure 1.

TRIM data, UTM NAD 83
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Figure 2.

Landuse polygons - GVRD data
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Figure 3

Catchment area - GVRD data
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Figure 4.

Creeks surveyed by BCIT and not surveyed creeks
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Northeast area of Eagle Creek Wareshed selected for GPS survey
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2.3 Preparation for Survey
The GPS unit used for the survey was GARMIN 12XL with a LOWRANCE
differential antenna. As the GARMIN is a low end GPS, and antenna was used
to increase its accuracy. With the differential signal transmitted from the
Richmond beacon its accuracy improved to +/-10 metres, which would be
satisfactory for the 1 : 20 000 maps. One afternoon was spent training the ECS
volunteers in the proper use of the GARMIN 12XL. A training manual was also
created for this purpose (Appendix 1).
The goal of the mapping project was to locate unmapped tributaries in the
northeast part of the Eagle Creek Watershed. A more detailed survey will be
needed in the future to collect detailed information on the attributes of Eagle
Creek tributaries (for example SHIM mapping). This project should serve as a
guide for future work.
2.4

Methodology

Table 1. Equipment for stream survey
Field Eauipment List
Office Eauipment
GPS GARMIN 12XL Receiver with an
GARTRIP software version 203
antenna
DGPS LOWRANCE Beacon Receiver ArcView software version 3.1
with an antenna
The battery
Notepad
Machete
Gloves
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2.4.1 Configuration of GPS Equipment
The GPS equipment was configured to collect data for mapping in the Universal
Transverse Mercator Projection (NAD83 DATUM). The Eagle Creek Watershed
is in zone 10. The settings for the data collection in the GPS receiver are listed in
Table 2.
Table 2. Configuration of GARMIN 12XL with DGPS (Differential correction)
Options (Ezinit prompt)
Country
Options (System Setup menu)
Mode
Date
Time
Offset
Hours
Contrast
Light
Tone
Options (Navigation Setup)
Position FRMT
Map Datum
CDI
Angle
Units
Heading
Options (Interface Setup)
Connecting external devices
NMEA format
Rate communication speed
Frequency
Rate
Distance
Order
SNR
Options (Mark position)
FOM
Average

Settings
CAN - B COLUMBIA
Settings
Normal
Derived from Satellites
Derived from Satellites
8
24
Leave default setting
15sec
MSG only
Settings
UTM/UPS
NAD83
+/- 0.25
Degrees
Metric
Auto E020
Settings
RTCM/NMEA
NMEA 01832.0
4800 baud
320 kHz
200 bps
Calculates automatically
North / East
30db
Settings
Wait until FOM is less or equal 3
Yes
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2.4.2

Method of Mapping Stream Systems

Mapping begun from points where the BCIT survey left off, moving upstream.
All tributaries flowing into main channels were flagged. As the study area was on
the slopes of Burnaby Mountain in dense forest and bushes, the streams were
relatively small and it was very difficult to move forward due to dense
salmonberry and blackberry bushes; and fallen, rotten trees and stumps. Use of
a machete was necessary to cut a trail to move upstream.

Date: November, 2000, location: Eagle Creek
Notes: View at Eagle Creek tributary just below Bby. Mtn. Parkway and just north
of Trans Mountain Pipeline complex. Niki is standing in a dry channel overgrown
with blackberry, salmonberry understorey with alder and vine maple
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2.5

Data Processing and Storage

The GARMIN GPS unit collects data as points defined by X, Y coordinates. The
internal memory of the receiver can hold up to 500 points, which are called
Waypoints. The data from the GARMIN are downloaded to the computer by
using GARtrip software. Figure 8 shows an example of Waypoints printed from
GARtrip software. Figure 9 shows the same data displayed IN GRAPHIC
FORMAT by GARtrip software.
To incorporate GPS data into the GIS system, the Waypoints must be converted
into a shape format (ArcView format). The conversion is done through ASCII
format and Microsoft Access. ArcVeiw imports the Access Database using SQL.
This allows it to import not only X, Y coordinates, but also attributes associated
with points.
In ArcView, the Access Database is stored as a thematic table. The table is then
converted into a shapefile and this conversion displays data as graphic points
with attached attributes.
The graphic layer with the GPS points then can be overlayed with other digital
layers, as in the example with Orthophotos. Figure 10 shows the layer of GPS
GARMIN Waypoints overlaid on the Orthophoto and the old existing information
about the creeks.
2.5.1 Interpretation of Data
Because our creeks are still shown only as a set of points, the data must be
interpreted to display hydrography as lines. The data is interpreted in ArcView by
digitizing a line over the GPS raw data.
The Orthophotos were used as the background layer to interpolate the position
of the points.
The lines were digitized as segments and each segment has an attached
attribute database, derived from the Waypoints data.
Figure 11 shows an example of Waypoint interpretation. Some outlier points
were discarded; their positions were not accurate due to the a weak signal
caused by an obstruction, possibly the dense tree canopy.
2.6

Data Attributes

In GIS, the data is divided into three types: lines, points and polygons. Points
were collected and converted into lines. The line is divided into segments and
each segment represents a homogeneous set of values for all the attribute fields
for the creek feature. The table of attributes for the eagle_garmin shapefile is in
METADATA, Appendix 1.
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<Title?>
WaypointsUTM NAD83 Sorted by Name
Sv Name Description
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010
011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020

Zone Eastina

16-feb-01 19:09 10U
16-feb-01 19:13 10U
16-feb-01 19:14 10U
16-feb-01 19:16 10U
16-feb-01 19:20 10U
16-feb-01 19:23 10U
16-feb-01 19:28 10U
16-feb-01 19:31 10U
16-feb-01 19:33 10U
16-feb-01 19:35 10U
16-feb-01 19:37 10U
16-feb-01 19:39 10U
16-feb-01 19:41 10U
16-feb-01 19:43 10U
16-feb-01 19:51 10U
16-feb-01 19:54 10U
16-feb-01 19:57 10U
16-feb-01 20:00 10U
16-feb-01 20:04 10U
16-feb-01 20:07 10U

Figure 8

Northina

0505.643 5458.282
0505.644 5458.272
0505.643 5458.265
0505.636 5458.249
0505.611 5458.236
0505.603 5458.213
0505.592 5458.210
0505.592 5458.219
0505.602 5458.228
0505.621 5458.234
0505.643 5458.268
0505.660 5458.270
0505.695 5458.306
0505.711 5458.312
0505.589 5458.186
0505.581 5458.151
0505.591 5458.153
0505.585 5458.135
0505.571 5458.124
0505.567 5458.073

from 001
0.0 km
0.0 km
0.0 km
0.0 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.0 km
0.0 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.1 km
0.2 km
0.2 km
0.2 km

000°
174°
177°
190°
214°
210°
214°
218°
217°
204°
180°
125°
067°
067°
209°
205°
202°
201°
204°
200°

Example of Waypoints data printed from GARtrip software

Figure 10.

GPS GARMIN Waypoints
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Figure 11.

Example of Data Interpretation
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2.7

Mapping

Mapping began on the Trans Mountain Pipeline Company property. This part of
Eagle Creek had not been mapped before due to the private land ownership.
Permission was obtained to survey the property with the assistance of the
Company’s environmental technician. The Company provided an engineering
plan of the property (Fig. 12) which was found to be inaccurate in terms of the
positions of the streams and ditches. However, permission was granted to
survey only the natural tributaries and not the channelized ditches. The three
main original channels still exist in the north part of the property, but at the
service road they are diverted to the biggest channel and culverted. The culvert
ends at the south end of the property. The detailed map of the surveyed creeks
is shown in the Figure 13.
The survey continued upstream, outside the Trans Mountain Pipeline fence.
After each day’s survey, the GPS data were downloaded and processed. The
new, updated maps were subsequently used to aid in locating new channels. At
the same time, unmapped trails were also surveyed. This will be useful
information in the future and will save time in accessing the channels. Figure 14
shows the overview of the entire Eagle Creek watershed and Figures 16,17,18,
and 19 represent “zoomed in” sections. Figure 15 is the key map for the
“zoomed in” parts. Further upstream, the channels became smaller and several
springs and marshes where tributaries originated were located. Some channels
were dry at the time of the survey, but all of them were mapped.

3.0

Conclusion

Eagle Creek is one of the salmonid-producing tributaries of the Brunette River
system and any indirect alterations to the creek by the Burnaby Mountain
Community Development will alter the natural habitat of the fish. Stormwater
needs to be managed within the development in order to protect the downstream
fish habitats. Stoney Creek, Eagle Creek and Silver Creek are sensitive
watercourses that transport stormwater from Ring Road to Burnaby Lake. The
development of a community on Burnaby Mountain may cause damage to the
fish habitat in Stoney Creek and Eagle Creek by degrading the water quality.
The development of the Burnaby Mountain Community is likely to destroy the
natural ground cover which absorbs the rainfall. The urbanization increases
flooding, erosion, and creates pollution of stormwater runoff. Knowing all
sources of water is important in the management of the watershed.
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Approximately 2200 millimetres of precipitation falls on Burnaby Mountain
annually (MacDonald pers. comm.). Most of the water drains into Brunette River
through a network of small creeks. Eagle Creek represents part of this network.
The vegetation on the upper parts of Burnaby Mountain is very dense and the
channels are small; some channels are dry most of the year.
Burnaby Mountain seems to be a large rainwater reservoir, slowly releasing the
water into its numerous streams. Where the streams are artificially diverted,
deep erosion was apparent; the soil is sandy and most of the channels are deep
and narrow. In the old and natural channels, the banks are held in place by the
vegetation. The ability of nature to clean the water was clearly visible at the top of
the mountain, where some tributaries start as discharge from culverts. Initially,
the water coming from the pipes was dirty and slimy. After approximately 50
metres of open channel, the water appeared clean. Some sections of the creek
disappeared underground and resurfaced several metres later. A decrease in
infiltration due to increased impervious surfaces will limit the groundwater
contribution to Eagle Creek. This will also be detrimental to water quality.
Currently, a map of all tributaries does not exist. A GARMIN GPS unit was used
to collect data on Eagle Creek. Its accuracy is +/-10 metres, which is
satisfactory for 1 : 20 000 scale maps. The goal of this project was to locate the
tributaries, plot maps and create a digital file. A floppy disc with the ArcView
shape file eag!e_garmin is encolsed with the written report.
This survey is not as accurate as a survey done with a high-end GPS unit, such
as a Trimble Pathfinder. Many attributes could not be recorded, as GARMINs do
not have this capacity. But over 4 km of creeks were located in difficult terrain
and the most updated information about the location of the Eagle Creek
headwaters was compiled.
In the table below are the statistical data calculated by ArcView from the new
maps.
Table 3. Statistical data

feature type
creek
culverted
ditch
road
trail

Statistics
length in metres
4212
1736
5214
730
3017

number of segments
36
20
22
2
11
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A detailed inventory of the Eagle Creek watershed should be conducted. This
project was only the first step in the more complex process of protecting and
preserving Eagle Creek’s environment.
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Figure 12 Copy of engineering plan from Trans Mountain Pipeline Co.
mnr

Figure 13

Detail of Trans Mountain Pipeline area
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Figure 14.

Overview of the Eagle Creek Watershed
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Figure 15.

Key map for "zoom in" sections

Figure 16

Detail of a new road intersection
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Figure 17 Detail of the north part of the Eagle Creek watershed,
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Stoney Creek
Watershed

Eagle Creek
Watershed

Silver Creek
Watershed

Figure 18

Detail of the northeast part of the Eagle Creek watershed
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Figure 19.

Area surveyed by GPS GARMIN
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5.0 APPENDICES

METADATA
TRIM data
TRIM data were collected through aerial photography using aerial triangulation.
Aerial photography, at a scale of 1:70,000, was flown for the TRIM program using
a Lear Jet. The original D.E.M. points are deemed accurate to within 10m. The
compiled planimetric features can be located to within 14 mm at the hardcopy
map scale of 1:20,000 (or the equivalent of 10m).
The TRIM hydrography layer used in Figurel was created before 1996.
The data are in Arclnfo format.
LANDUSE data
Land Use data are Brunette Basin inventory data (GVRD). The landuse polygons
were generated from 1995 data.
Impervious area (%) for sub_catchments was calculated from 1995/1996
Orthophotos.
Interpretation and 1995 Land Use data.
The data are in ArcView shape format.
Eagle Creek Watershed Boundary
For the Eagle Creek watershed boundary we used GVRD data, Sub=Catchments
for Brunette Basin, Land Use 1995.
The data are in ArcView shape format.
Orthophotos
The Orthophotos used in our project are from the year 1995. The images used
are: F9.tif, F10.tif, G9.tif, G10.tif.
Creeks
Surveyed creeks data were data collected by BCIT in the winter of 1998/1999.
The creeks were surveyed by GPS Trimble Pathfinder, with a position
accuracy +/-5m. The layer used was GVRD modified data brunst_gps.
The data are in ArcView shape format.
Unsurveyed creeks are from the GVRD layer Brunst_uncnf. GVRD used
ENCON Environmental LTD alignment for creating this layer. The data were
revised 1999.
Creeks surveyed 2000/2001
The creeks were surveyed using GPS GARMIN with Differential Antenna.
The work started in October 2000 and was finished in February 2001.
The GARMIN collects point data and with the use of differential correction its
accuracy is +/- 10m. To achieve this accuracy the FOM (Figure of Merit) was less
than 3. The data were converted into the ArcView shape coverage eagle_garmin.
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Table 4.

Streams surveyed by GPS GARMIN - Attributes

General Characteristics
Coverage Name:
Coverage Type:

eagle_garmin
streams surveyed with GPS GARMIN

Definition:
Spatial Data Type:
Spatial Extent:
Date:

Lines representing GPS - GARMIN surveyed streams,
surveyed in Fall 2000/Winter 2001
Line
Eagle Creek Watershed
2001

Attributes:
Attributes
Description
shape
PolyLine-generated by ArcView
id
Segment id number
length
Length of the segment in meters - calculated in ArcView
ftype
Feature type: culverted, creek, ditch, trail, road
method
Method of surveying : GARMIN
month Date when the survey was done: October, November, text
December, January, February
year
Year of the GPS survey: 2000, 2001 numeric

Type
binary
numeric
numeric
text
text

GPS receiver GARMIN collects only points and after importing data into ArcView, I got
the point theme. To show creeks as linear features, I created an empty line theme and
digitized the lines on the screen, with GPS point coverage and TIF images in the
background. The snapping tolerance was set at 5 meters. Because ArcView 3.1 does
not have the option to build topology and we did not have the access to Arclnfo
software, the shape file should be converted into Arclnfo coverage and run the “clean”
command on it to build the topology. The data may need some more editing (overshots
and undershots). The attribute table was edited by keypunching the attribute
information into new-created fields, using written records from the field notebook.
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SURVEYING WITH GPS-GARMIN

SURVEYING WITH GARMIN 12XL
(For 1 : 20 000 maps)

Prepared for Burnaby Streamkeepers
By Jana Balear
September 20, 2000

GPS Overview
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is satellite based radionavigation system,
Giving position coordinates anywhere on the earth. There are more than 24 satellites
distributed in the space and they provide 24 hours, 3-D (Dimensional) coverage. GPS
satellite broadcast special computer codes by radio signals.
On the way through space the signal acquires errors, called noise. By using DGPS
(Differential GPS) most of the errors can be eliminated and position accuracy will
improve.
DGPS uses additional signal broadcasted from place with known coordinates. We will
be using Richmond Beacon as a source of differential signal. GARMIN uses it to
calculate corrections for signals broadcasted from the satellites. The accuracy of DGPS
is usually 10 meters in position of the point.
It is not recommended to use GPS for capturing the elevation data. The elevation errors
are significant for mapping, usually more than 100 meters.
We will use GPS to collect data to update information in existing watershed maps.
As mentioned above, survey with GARMIN has limited accuracy but differential
corrections improve accuracy to 10 meters. On the maps with scale 1 : 20 000, 1mm
error in position represents 20m on the land. This justifies use of GARMIN for the
survey. We can see that this accuracy is satisfactory for mapping in the scale 1 : 20 000
and smaller scales (1 : 50 000, 1 : 100 000, ...etc).
GARMIN is easy to use but we have to be careful to set-up correct settings. This will be
explained step by step. The settings in this text are specific for TRIM maps and for the
area of Burnaby Mountain. It would have to be set up differently for other locations and
projections. The GRMIN has more functions, as routes, tracking, compass and others,
but they are not covered in this text, because we don’t need them for our mapping.

What we need to start mapping?
GPS Receiver - GARMIN 12XL with an antenna
DGPS Beacon Receiver - LOWRANCE with an antenna
The battery
Cables for connecting GPS, DGPS Antenna and a battery
The notepad and a pencil
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STEP 1
The GARMIN has to be connected to the battery and DGPS Receiver.
The battery is rechargeable 12V Lead-Acid Battery and should last 5-6 hours while
working in the field. If the message “Battery Power is Low” is displayed, save the last
waypoint and shut the GARMIN down. The battery has to be recharged.
The Receiver is a LOWRANCE DGPS Beacon Receiver with the baud rate 4800, which
allows LOWRANCE DGPS-ready units to output NMEA 0183 data and receive the RS
232 data format.
Make sure that cables are connected properly, because if they disconnect, the GARMIN
will display error message: “No RTCM Input”. If it happens while working in the field,
check all cable connections.
STEP 2
Turn the GARMIN on by pressing the button with the red symbol and hold it until
receiver turns on (about 2-5 seconds). /
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The “Welcome page” will appear. Wait while GARMIN is running self-test.

STEP 3
While GARMIN is looking for satellites we can select the country from the internal
database. Selecting the country can be done only when GARMIN is searching for
satellites:

It is called EZinit Option Prompt and we can access it by pressing “ENTER” on the
keypad.
It will work only before the satellites are acquired.
The screen will display menu:

If the word “COUNTRY" is highlighted, press “ENTER” and list of the countries will be
displayed. By scrolling through the list of the countries, using the up and down arrow

button we will select “CAN - B COLUMBIA” and press “ENTER" again and it will save
the selected country.
GPS now starts searching for appropriate satellites for our position.
The GARMIN keeps selected country in the memory even after the power is turned off
and we don’t have to select it always, but it is good practice to check it before starting
survey.
STEP 4
The next step will take us back to the “Satellite page”.

The height of the bar shows
the strength of the signal
and the number below each bar
is the satellite number

The bigger circle shows horizon
line, the smaller circle shows
line 45 degrees above horizon

3D NAV................... is status field informing us that there are at least 4 satellites
that there are at least 4 satellites with good geometry
Do not use readings with only 2D, because the data will be
inaccurate. Wait for more satellites to appear or walk to
different area - the signal can be blocked by buildings,
dense trees canopy, cliffs and other obstructions.
EPE..........................estimated probable error
10............................displays positional accuracy
MT...........................units
The satellites within the GARMIN reach are displayed as numbers inside circles. If the
satellite is shaded (blocked), it has black box around. If GARMIN is receiving a strong
signal from a satellite, it is displayed only as a number. The satellite positions are
changing all the time so it is important to regularly check their display.
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STEPS
By pressing the “Page” button several times we will move to the other pages: “Position
Page”, “Map Page”, “Navigation Page”, “Menu Page”. Because we do not need al these
pages for our mapping, we will move to the “Menu Page”. On the “Menu Page” are other
submenus where we will enter settings (Or check existing settings) before we will start
surveying.

STEP 6
Scroll through the menu to the “System” and when it is highlighted, press “ENTER”.
The “System Setup Page” will appear. It has several settings:
Mode: Normal

“Normal” mode is used for maximum performance

Date: 14 FEB 01

Date is derived from GPS satellites and cannot be changed

Time: 10:30:12am

Time is derived from GPS satellites and cannot be changed

Offset: 8

The time is shown as Greenwich Mean Time and we can
offset time for our zone, but we do not have to enter it,
because we don’t need it for our mapping

Hours: 24

Time format can be 24 or 12 hours, but the change does not
affect our mapping

Contrast:

Screen contrast can be adjusted, but we can leave the
default setting

Light: 15sec

Leave the default setting (backlighting is on)

Tone: MSG ONLY

Beeps when message is in “Message Page”. Can be
changed, but leave tone only for the messages

After settings are done on “System Setup Page” press the “PAGE" button and it will take
you back to the “Menu Page”.

STEP 7
Scroll through the menu to the “Navigation “ and when it is highlighted, press “ENTER”.
The “Navigation Setup Page” will appear. It has several settings:
Position FRMT: UTM/UPS

We will select Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)
Coordinate System for our mapping
(UPS _ Universal Polar Stereographic Coordinates

Map Datum: NAD83

We will use NAD83 Datum because it is most
accurate Datum and is used for UTM mapping

CDI: +/- 0.25

The course deviation indicator is used for tracking,
we don’t use it for our survey - leave default value

Angle: Degrees

Units for measuring angles will be in decimal degrees

Units: Metric

Units for measuring distances will be in metric

Heading: Auto E020

Magnetic heading references - we leave as default
which is automatic magnetic north

After settings are done, press the “Page” button and it will take you back to the “Menu
Page”.
STEP 8
Scroll through the menu to the “Interface" and when it is highlighted, press “ENTER”.
The “Interface Setup Page” will appear. It has several settings, which let us specify
formats for connecting external devices.
RTCM/NMEA

RTCM (Radio Technical Commission for Maritime
Service format)
NMEA (Nautical Marine Electronics Association)

NMEA 01832.0

Displays NMEA format - is supported by GARMIN

4800 baud

Displays rate communication speed

Beacon RCVR

Represents DGPS interface

Frequency: 320 kHz

This is frequency for Richmond Beacon and has to be
Entered (GARMIN “remembers” last setting)

Rate: 200 bps

Baud rate is 200 for Richmond Beacon

Dist:

Distance - we don’t use it for mapping, leave empty

SNR: 30 db

Signal to Noise Ratio (In decibels) is a measure of the
pure GPS signal strength to the noise in the signal. It
is shown automatically and should be between
10 - 30. A higher SNR indicates better signal.

Receiving

Indicates that GARMIN is receiving RTCM signal

If there is message “No RTCM” input, the beacon receiver (LOWRANCE) is not properly
connected or Baud rates do not match.
After the settings are done, press “Page” button and it will take you back to the “Menu
Page”.

Step 9
Scroll through the menu to the “Waypoints” and when it is highlighted, press “ENTER”.
The “Waypoints Page” will appear. This page displays list of all Waypoints (GPS
surveyed points) which were collected previously and saved. The surveyed data should
be downloaded every day after finishing surveying and then deleted. The GARMIN
memory can hold 500 Waypoints but if GARMIN’S internal battery fails or gets week, all
stored data will be lost.
By scrolling through the Waypoints, individual records can be checked and eventually
deleted.
After checking is done, press the “PAGE” button and it will take you back to the “Menu
Page”.
The necessary settings are now done and we can go to the “Satellite Page” and start
marking positions (Collect the data).
Press the “PAGE” button until it takes you to the “Satellite Page”.
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STEP 10
Marking the position
Check again if the status field is still showing 3D NAV ant that there are at least 4 strong
signals.

Press the “MARK” button

“Mark Position Page” will be displayed
WAYPOINT:
__001_

Enter the Waypoint number by the pressing middle button with
arrows and scrolling through numbers or the alphabet. The points
can have names, but because it is time consuming to punch the
name of each point, we will use only numbers for our mapping.
On the right side is displayed the symbol used by Waypoint and
GARMIN has database with symbols. We will not use different
symbols for our mapping, the default symbol is satisfactory.

Under the Waypoint number are X, Y coordinates, Zone and Projection System.
It should look as:
10 U 0504123
UTM 5451931

Add to route
Number:

This should stay empty, we will not create routes

FOM:

Figure of Merit (FOM) is an indicator of GARMIN positioning
accuracy.
It is typically calculated as the root-sum-square of estimated
errors contributing to the solution accuracy.

Average?

YES
We will average coordinates of the Waypoint. Scroll to the
“Average” and when it is highlighted, press “ENTER”
The averaging function will help in reduction of position error.
You can observe in the line above (“FROM”) how estimated
accuracy is quickly changing before it stops at the lowest
number. This number should be less than 3, but sometimes
it is difficult to achieve this accuracy, especially under dense
trees canopy, in deep ravine or if satellite signals are weak.
The averaging can take up to 1 minute. After the FOM < 3,
Scroll to “SAVE” and press “ENTER”. This saves the
Waypoint and its coordinates into Waypoints list database.

STEP 11
Now you can walk to another place and repeat “STEP 10”
STEP 12
After you finished surveying, press the same button which started GARMIN (The red
marked button) and hold it until GARMIN shuts down. Disconnect the cables from the
battery and antenna.

